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Abstract 

 

This Ph.D. dissertation consists of three compositions—a concert piece, an 

intermedia collaboration, and a structured improvisation—presented as digital 

audio recordings. This project aimed to meet two objectives. At the most 

conceptual level I attempted to explore how uniquely conceived electro-acoustic 

sound design could, as both a compositional tool and performance environment, 

simultaneously accentuate and obliterate the boundaries of individual 

performance gesture. My second goal was to create three elegantly conceived 

compositions and present them as digital audio recordings. This accompanying 

paper details the project’s underpinning concepts and the creative processes 

resulting in its realization.  
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I. NEXUS PROJECT: AN OVERVIEW  

 

 The pieces included in this project are, in the most broad conceptual sense, 

a compositional exploration of the boundaries of performance gesture. I varied 

my approach to this exploration in each piece. Therefore, each composition 

features a unique planning scheme and process of realization. However, despite 

the diverse range of my approaches, each of the three pieces share the same 

conceptual definition of gesture. It is important to clarify that this project is in no 

way an attempt to formulate either a finite or all-encompassing interdisciplinary 

definition of gesture. Such a goal falls well outside the objectives of this 

dissertation. However, in order to proceed I needed to formulate a generalized 

notion of gesture that, if nothing else, provided me with a concrete conceptual 

entry point. For the purposes of this project, I define gesture as a sound event the 

distinguishing characteristics of which are representative of the kinetic energies 

expressed by the individual performer. 

 Using this definition as a point of departure, I began my compositional 

planning of the individual pieces. The three approaches I chose are 

representative of my three areas of compositional interest—concert music, 

intermedia collaboration, and improvisation. With these categories serving as a 

structural framework, I chose to employ elements of electro-acoustic sound 

design as both a compositional tool and as a performance environment. My 

motivations in incorporating music technologies were both practical and 

aesthetic.  
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 Because the conceptual underpinning of this project incorporated an 

exploratory approach, I accepted that my creative processes would potentially be 

highly experimental, and by consequence, sonically abstract. However, it was 

also my goal to create compositions that sounded clearly conceived. My use of 

music technologies in general, and the Kyma sound design platform in 

particular, provided the necessary means by which I could take an exploratory 

approach and simultaneously evaluate the quality of my musical content in real 

time. Furthermore, I could evaluate my progress as digital audio—the same form 

of presentation that my completed pieces would take. For the goals of this 

project, I find this approach preferable to one based purely in score notation, 

primarily because a score-based composition would not allow me to experience 

the audible results of my work until after the piece’s completion. Using real-time 

electro-acoustic elements greatly facilitated my feedback loop of creative self-

evaluation and enabled me to make necessary adjustments to my work in direct 

response to how they would actually be experienced in their final form. 

 The interactive element of real-time electro-acoustic composition also offers 

ample creative options for engaging the audible results of performance gesture. 

For each of the three compositions, Kyma—my electro-acoustic sound design 

platform of choice—provided the means by which I could engage performance 

gesture in a highly customizable way, both conceptually and musically. In a 

number of cases, namely in the structured improvisations, these customizations 

took the form of fully functional instruments that enabled real-time tactile 

control of sound processing.  
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 In conceiving this project I gave extensive consideration to the format of its 

final presentation. The scope of the project necessitated that I balance the 

pragmatic demands of a Ph.D. dissertation with the need to aesthetically 

represent the project as a set of musical compositions. The format of recorded 

digital audio satisfies both of these requirements. 

 I believe that this project is most authentically represented as a sound-based 

document as opposed to a notation- or text-based one. For this reason, digital 

audio is the most authentic mode of presentation, simply because all three pieces 

incorporate, to a greater or lesser degree, electro-acoustic elements optimized for 

stereo listening.  

 The format of stereo digital audio also meets three important practical 

considerations. First, these pieces share a single conceptual underpinning. Digital 

audio in the form of a compact disc offers a shared environment for these pieces 

to exist in the same place as a set. Second, a compact disc serves as the simplest, 

and most convenient means of delivery without sacrificing representation of the 

project's vision and aesthetic. Third, these compositions are fully documented as 

a sonic experience. This enables me to represent the pieces in the format that 

festivals, residency opportunities, conferences, and record labels require for 

application.  
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II. TIDES: CONCERT COMPOSITION FOR FLUTE, PERCUSSION, AND 

STEREO ELECTRO-ACOUSTICS 

 

 I took my initial steps in composing Tides in the summer of 2011 by creating 

Anemone for flutist Jenny Hansen and percussionist Scotty Horey of the 

Minneapolis-based Rococo Duo. This quiet and slow twenty-measure 

composition is characterized by phrases of breath-length sustained tones 

interspersed with periods of silence. The concept of this piece was inspired by 

the humble simplicity of anemone—a genus of flowering plant closely related to 

the buttercup family.  

 While the details of Anemone’s extra-musical program are not relevant to 

Tides, there are a number of conceptual notions inherent to Anemone that 

determined my approach to incorporating Tides’ electro-acoustic elements. These 

ideas can be observed in Anemone’s notational score, which can be viewed in 

Figure 1.1.  

 The flute and vibraphone share a fairly simple and homogenous musical 

texture despite their differing modes of sound production. At the beginning of 

the piece, the vibraphone player bows a middle C which the flutist matches in 

unison almost immediately after. The dynamic indications direct the performers 

to shape these sounds so that they seamlessly emerge from and recede into 

silence. In effect, I wanted to mitigate the loudness of an audible articulation. 

Because the physicality of the vibraphone bars is fixed and because the 

percussionist has a great deal of control in applying bow speed and pressure to 
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the bar, the vibraphone’s middle C is heard as an unwaveringly sustained pitch 

that emerges and recedes with seamless grace. The flute, however, faces a 

different set of circumstances. The middle C on a flute is in the lowest register of 

the instrument and thus requires a great deal of breath support to sustain. Like 

the vibraphone, the flute is instructed to make a seamless transition from and to 

silence, and when the pitch does emerge it needs to be sustained at a quiet 

dynamic. The flutist thus faces a precarious situation: Any inconsistencies in 

pitch support and articulation are not only inevitable, but also highly exposed, 

especially when juxtaposed with the highly controlled sustain of the vibraphone. 

The fragile unison harmony that emerges results in microtonal beating as the 

flutist attempts to match the vibraphone’s intonation. The shape of these 

harmonic fluctuations is repeated over and over as the flute’s middle C is bent 

away and then toward the pure tone of the bowed vibes. As this occurs, an 

achingly slow and simple developmental process unfolds as the rhythmic speed 

of microtonal beating accelerates into harmonies and then decelerates back 

toward unisons. Eventually this process transitions into clearly articulated 

attacks, then into fully formed flute melodies and textural variants in the 

percussion before the piece concludes.  

 In the months leading up to the composing of Anemone I had devoted 

considerable attention to the music of Alvin Lucier, Morton Feldman, and 

Giacinto Scelsi. I found considerable inspiration from their music in a number of 

ways, but none so evident in the composition of Anemone as the functional role of 

harmonic simplicity, rhythmic space, and the role of silence (or ambient sound) 
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as texture. During my master’s study, I had focused my aesthetic ambitions on 

composing concert music of considerable (though not excessive) complexity. 

Perhaps it was the maturation of my musical ear or my waning interest in such a 

compositional approach, but sometime during my Ph.D. I realized that that 

sound—like life itself—is inherently complex and did not require my dedicated 

intervention to make it more so, or my skillful manipulation to make it more 

interesting. Amidst this realization I also recognized the root of my deep-level 

attraction to sonic complexity—that it is inexorably the result of kinetic gesture, 

both intentional and incidental. Obviously these realizations were not novel or 

profound as they are nothing more than a rudimentary acknowledgement of 

how sound is produced. Nonetheless, this conclusion led me to incorporate the 

notion of the physicality of sound making as a formative element in my 

compositional approach. 

 With this stance in mind, I conceived the electro-acoustic planning scheme 

in Tides. The general aesthetic idiom of Tides is nearly identical to that of Anemone 

with one exception—the role of recorded audio as material for electro-acoustic 

processing replaces the role of ambient silence. The composition of Tides began 

by recording Anemone as a stereo digital audio performance. In doing so, the 

delicate physical contingencies idiomatic to Anemone as a live concert piece gave 

way to a fixed incarnation. I then devised a programming algorithm in Kyma, 

which in its completed form, I used as a real-time processing instrument.  

 As mentioned previously, the Kyma sound design platform was used for all 

of the electro-acoustic processing in this project. Kyma features a number of 
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interfaces for sound design composition. One of these is the Sound Editor, which 

consists of two parts. The first part is the signal flow map—a patching field 

where various customizable processing modules, or sound objects, can be 

configured to generate a desired processing scheme. 

 The top portion of Figure 1.2 illustrates the net-like algorithmic planning of 

Tide’s electro-acoustic processing scheme. On the far left, the sound object titled 

“Rococo” plays back the recorded phrases of the Anemone recording. After 

passing the signal through a compressor, it is sent through three processing 

branches. The first of these can be seen toward the bottom of the graph where the 

signal passes though an amplitude controller titled “Rococo Signal Level” and 

then to a reverb module “Rococo Signal Reverb” before being sent to the mixer, 

after which point it can be heard as a reverberated version of the original 

recorded audio. The sample is also passed through a more complex processing 

scheme, which can be viewed as the uppermost line stemming from the 

“Compressor” object. Here the sample is delayed, then spectrally analyzed and 

passed through an oscillator bank. After passing through a ring modulator, it 

branches into three processing schemes. The bottom branch is sent to a reverb 

module and then to an amplitude controller before it is sent to the mixer. This 

branch is heard as a reverberated, re-modulated, and ring modulated version of 

the original signal. This is the most aurally dominant element of the entire 

processing scheme. The object titled “Crossfade” combines the middle branch 

stemming from the ring modulator with the middle branch of the original 

compressor to allow real-time cross fading between the two processing streams. 
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This combined signal is then delayed and filtered through both sine and pulse 

wavetables. When performed, this stream sounds like a highly rhythmicized 

version of either the ring modulator stream, the original sample, or a mix of the 

two. The uppermost branch in the graph is an object titled “Memory” which is a 

wavetable that stores audio data and is not heard in the final mix. The uppermost 

branch starting with the object titled “Cloud” reads from the “Memory” 

wavetable and granulates it.  

 The second part of Kyma’s Sound Editor is called the parameter field. This 

area can be viewed when looking inside a particular sound object in the Sound 

Editor. By way of example, Figure 1.2 displays the parameter field for the 

“Cloud” object (highlighted in blue.) Here, the various customizable settings of 

the “Cloud” can be viewed as a set of boxes containing various values. Boxes 

with a white background contain values that can only be changed when the 

sound is not playing. An example of this can be viewed in the box labeled 

“Sample” which is set to read from the “Memory” wavetable during playback. 

Boxes with a light blue background are called hot parameters and contain values 

that can be modified in real-time performance. One such box, labeled 

“GrainDur”, controls the duration of each grain, and contains “!GrainDur” 

labeled in red. When the sound is playing, red values like this appear in Kyma’s 

Virtual Control Surface, or VCS. Performers can then modify all the various hot 

parameters contained in all the corresponding sound objects included the Sound 

Editor in real time. The Virtual Control Surface used in Tides can be viewed in 

Figure 1.3. I performed this processing instrument in real time using an iPad 
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because of its multi-touch capabilities, which enabled me to adjust multiple 

parameters simultaneously.  

 As a completed piece, Tides features a unique contrapuntal complex. The 

first can be heard in the microtonal beating between the flute and vibraphone. 

On a conceptual level, I imaged this rhythmic element as a kind of harmonic 

friction and gestural intersection of the two performers’ resultant sounds. These 

three sounds—derived from the flute, the vibraphone, and their resultant 

microtonal beating—are heard as a single stereo recording. The gestural 

intersection occurring between the acoustic instruments is imitated in Tides’ 

electro-acoustics. Just as the tuning inconsistencies of the flute and vibraphone 

result in microtonal beating, the ring modulator, which multiplies the transposed 

signal by the amplitude shape of itself, results in another layer of harmonic 

beating. By incorporating multiple ring modulator streams simultaneously, I 

generated a polyphonic contrapuntal motion among the ring modulator signals 

and the original recording. Just as the microtonal fluctuations in Anemone 

develop into fully formed melodies and percussive variants, the rhythmic 

beating in Tides is developed by gradually incorporating the rhythmically active 

processing stream that is passed through the sine and pulse wavetables. I was 

also able to move each of these voices within the stereo field, thus yielding 

another layer of contrapuntal dimension among the processing elements and the 

original signal from which they are derived.  
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III. POCKET REQUIEM, PART I: INTERMEDIA COLLABORATION WITH 

FELIP COSTAGLIOLI 

 

 My interest in exploring the verities of gesture is informed by my interest in 

discovering points of intersection among diverse arts. The notion of gesture is a 

shared generative element among time-based performance arts such as music 

and dance, as well as other creative forms such as painting and literature. By 

considering the unique gestural character inherent to diverse artistic practices, 

and that of specific artists, unique relationships can be discovered that can 

potentially function as points of intersection—interdisciplinary hinges that 

connect one creative discipline with another. These points can, in turn, yield 

opportunity for intermedia collaboration.  

 In Pocket Requiem, Part I, I had the great opportunity to work with one of my 

longtime artistic heroes, Catalonian poet and performance artist Felip Costaglioli. 

I have been an admirer of Felip since my formative years as a composer and I 

attribute much of my general interest in intermedia arts and collaborative 

attitude to his creative approach, which frequently incorporates electro-acoustic 

composition and experimental theater.  

 Felip and I entered this collaboration by discussing how we approach the 

notion of gesture in our respective creative practices. The goal of these 

discussions was to deepen our understanding on how our attitudes toward 

gesture correlate. After agreeing on stereo digital audio as an appropriate 

compositional format for the collaboration, I recorded Felip reciting an original 
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poem of his choice titled “Pocket Requiem.” I then created a sound design 

largely derived from the recorded audio of his voice that also abstracted my 

interpretation of the poem itself. The lyricism present in Felip’s performance has 

an ecstatic quality that lends itself very well to musical interpretation, and yet it 

almost demands that it not be tampered with. I thus decided that my sound 

design should serve as a sonic landscape—a backdrop for Felip’s original and 

unedited performance of the poem.  

 According to my interpretation of “Pocket Requiem,” Felip approaches the 

notion of gesture as a manifestation of identity. Using syntactic devices, the 

poem enacts a process by which independent identity, or the self, can become that 

of the other. This can be observed in Figure 2.1, which presents the poem’s text. 

The notion of solitude that characterizes the first stanza gives way to the notion 

of plurality in the line “I will trace in my notebook of ashes a long list of 

pronouns.” This notion of plurality is further evinced and made more literal in 

the second stanza as the poetic emphasis of the pronoun “I” is shifted to the 

pronoun “you.” By merging “I” and “you” via their shared syntactic status as 

pronouns, Felip effectively presents the poem as a means to externalize the 

notion of the self and meld it into the other. I interpreted his use of this device as 

an expression of poetic gesture. In turn, I based the structural and textural 

planning for the composition’s electro-acoustic sound design on this 

interpretation. 

 There seems to be no obvious point at which one could stop drawing 

gestural analogies and interrelationships among the poem’s text, Felip’s 
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performance of the poem, my conception of the poem as a composition, and the 

elements of electro-acoustic planning that resulted in the piece’s realization. 

While a vast number of these relationships are most certainly incidental (and 

unintentional), the following description is intended to detail how I conceived 

some of these relationships as embedded reflections of my interpretation of the 

poem. 

 Pocket Requiem, Part I is structured in two sections that follow the two-

stanza form of the poem. The first section opens with a drone that slowly grows 

from silence. Fragments of syllabic murmuring gradually emerge as this drone 

becomes louder. Both the murmuring and the drone are derived from samples of 

Felip’s voice. Suddenly, a pizzicato attack (cello sample) interrupts the drone and 

is immediately followed by a variety of interwoven periodic rhythmic patterns. 

The goal of introducing sound materials this way was to create an expansive 

sonic environment comprised of numerous self-similar musical elements which, 

when heard together as a synchronized galaxy of sounds, evoke a sense of 

unity—as if all events occurring in the sound space are held in orbit by the same 

gravitational force. This “force of sonic gravity” is finally revealed as the 

rhythmic variants gradually fade and a single line emerges from the woven 

contrapuntal texture. This now exposed periodic pattern gradually cadences into 

the first line of the poem: “Solitude.” The next few lines of the stanza are recited 

over the drone before the first part of the first section concludes on the line 

“Growing under my fingernail.” 

 The first and second section of the piece are linked by an extended phrase 
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that begins with an abrupt contrarian gesture of the word “But.” At this point the 

piece becomes more texturally nuanced. The notion of solitude, which was 

reflected in the first section’s evocation of singularity, gradually transitions to a 

more developed contrapuntal texture that systematically processes Felip’s voice 

at the levels of the syllable, word, and phrase throughout the remainder of the 

piece. The line “A litany for the poor” signals the end of the first section. 

 The second section is comprised of a series of three sub-sections, each of 

which imitates, the gestural shape of the previous one. The first of these 

developmental processes begins when the pronoun “I” is recited. “I”—which 

evokes individuality by its literal definition and its status as a single-letter, 

single-syllable pronoun—is rapidly repeated and pitch-shifted as it meanders 

erratically throughout the stereo field. As the ensuing lines of the poem are 

recited over this rhythmic syllabic strand, the formant of the word “I” is 

morphed via spectral modulation into another word. In the final moments of the 

first sub-section, this word is revealed to be “you.” As the two remaining 

developmental sub-sections of the piece unfold, the piece gradually decelerates 

until finally, in the last phrases of the piece, the complex of resonant attacks, 

syllabic rhythmic strands, granular textures, and recited text give way to a 

spectral wash of syllables that effectively imitate the drone-like textures that 

distinguish the composition’s opening moments. Pocket Requiem, Part I thus 

concludes on the phrase “takes my limping away” as the word “away” is time-

stretched into silence.  

 I used the Kyma timeline to compose the electro-acoustic elements of Pocket 
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Requiem, Part I. An excerpt of this timeline (extracted from the first section of the 

piece) can be viewed in Figure 2.2. The Kyma timeline functions similarly to any 

digital audio sequencer. In the upper portion of the timeline graph, custom-

designed sound object algorithms appear as colored bars of varying length. 

(Processed cello samples appear in green, processed voice samples appear in 

yellow, and unprocessed voice samples appear in red.) The bottom portion of the 

timeline features the parameter control field. When an individual sound bar is 

selected from the timeline region, its respective hot parameters appear on the left 

side of the parameter control field. When one of these parameters is selected, its 

settings can be viewed and edited in the parameter field to the right. During 

playback, the timeline performs these settings as automated value changes in 

real time. For example, Figure 2.2 displays the selected sound bar titled “HiPass 

PingPongPizz” colored light blue. This sound’s corresponding hot parameters 

are listed in green on the left side of the parameter control field. The uppermost 

parameter, “FadeInOut”, also light blue, is selected and its corresponding values 

changes over time can be viewed in the parameter control field to the right.  
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IV. PASTICHES: STRUCTURED IMPROVISATIONS FOR CELLO AND 

REAL-TIME STEREO ELECTRO-ACOUSTICS 

 

 Of all the pieces included in this project, none have undergone a more 

rigorous process of conceptual re-evaluation and compositional revision as 

Pastiches. My first attempt at composing this piece occurred in the summer of 

2011 when I approached cellist Greg Nelson to work with me on a set of 

structured improvisations. My original intent was to make a set of three to five 

short recorded works that sounded musically impulsive, allowed me to perform 

electro-acoustic elements in real time, and featured clearly discernable cause-

effect relations between the cello and electro-acoustics. The first draft of the 

piece, which was then titled Seven Rooms, featured a text-based score consisting 

of five sections, two of which incorporated short notational elements that served 

as reference material for melodic, rhythmic, and textural exploration. By this 

stage I had also developed a number of interactive instruments in Kyma. These 

instruments allowed me to track Greg’s performance of the score, process the 

resultant sounds, and perform these processed sounds back into the performance 

space in real time. I used an iPad as my performance interface. 

 Greg and I devoted several rehearsals to testing and refining this version of 

the piece. Our results demanded that I redesign both the score and the electro-

acoustic instruments. It was clear that a score consisting primarily of overly 

descriptive prose was a source of considerable interpretive confusion. It was also 

clear that the electro-acoustic instruments did not yield satisfying musical 
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results. These instruments were originally intended to respond automatically to 

the subtle gestural energies of Greg’s performance and thereby generate 

correspondingly energetic electro-acoustic sounds. To achieve this effect I used 

frequency- and amplitude-tracking schemes that analyzed the pitch and 

loudness of the cello’s incoming audio signal. These analyses were then 

converted into control data that in turn adjusted an array of musical parameters 

in real time. In effect, the cello’s audio signal would act as the primary controller 

for the electro-acoustics. My role as a performer was to adjust the system’s 

sensitivity to the incoming signals while the electro-acoustic system performed 

its automated functions. 

 This approach was problematic in two important ways. First, the cause-

effect relationships generated from these schemes dominated the collaborative 

dynamic of improvisation. Because the electro-acoustic system was limited in its 

ability to detect a broad range of pitch and amplitude information, Greg was 

restricted to performing sounds that only had discernible pitches at detectable 

levels of loudness. Furthermore, the electro-acoustic design was so overly 

automated that it bordered on comic mimicry—one small gesture from Greg 

could result in a tumultuous string of blindly imitative electro-acoustic 

responses. In this respect, the electro-acoustics sounded as if it were controlling 

Greg, not the other way around. This elucidated the second flaw underlying the 

electro-acoustic planning—that a system featuring primarily data-tracking 

elements was purely reactive, not interactive. In other words, automating the bulk 

of the instruments’ functionality did not enable me as a performer to participate 
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fully in the piece. Even though the settings for these data-tracking schemes were 

highly customizable and could be adjusted to respond less erratically, the 

fundamental role of the instrument would still be purely reactive and thus 

prohibit my gestural engagement in the improvisation. In any case, the 

incorporation of frequency- and amplitude-tracking schemes, while serving as an 

interesting experiment, did not serve any of the original goals of this piece.  

 I resolved to make the following adjustments: to replace the score’s highly 

interpretive text-based elements with literal notation and to replace ineffective 

uses of frequency- and amplitude-tracking with real-time control functions that I 

could perform. After making these changes, Greg and I met for another series of 

rehearsals.  

 It was immediately apparent that the revisions made to my electro-acoustic 

instruments were highly successful. By distributing multiple processing 

functions across multiple instrument patches, I effectively relegated each 

instrument to performing only one or two processing tasks simultaneously. This 

simplified approach made the tactile control elements via the iPad manageable 

and accessible, and at a highly nuanced level of control. This in turn substantially 

clarified the overall electro-acoustic texture and enabled me to interact with Greg 

at a much deeper musical level. However, the notational score did not deliver the 

sense of musical immediacy I was aiming for. I thus questioned whether any 

kind of score would obfuscate the unique signature of gestural urgency I was 

intent on creating.  

 As I considered alternative approaches to using a score, I realized that the 
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underlying issue was not in the stylistic verities of notation or instructions, but 

rather in my approach to the composer–performer relationship in the context of 

this structured improvisation. Even though the design and creative impetus of 

this piece was entirely conceived by myself, my role as a composer in the 

conventional sense ended there. In fact, the design of the electro-acoustics 

explicitly relinquishes compositional control. The interactive nature of the piece’s 

electro-acoustic design is such that it is entirely dependent on an audio signal 

derived from an acoustic sound in order to be heard (and thus exist) as a 

performance element. Because the original performance of the cello is always 

audible (in both the acoustic performance and the final recording,) the principal 

function of the electro-acoustics is not to transform the cello sounds, but to 

gesturally extend them by musically developing the frequencies, rhythms, 

textures, and dynamic shapes beyond physical limitations of the instrument. 

 I decided that the specific parameters of these so-called gestural extensions 

needed to be defined within the scope of each of the short improvisations that 

would make up the completed set. I found a satisfying conceptual model for this 

by reflecting on my love for painting and sculpture. This model led me to 

envision the piece as a pastiche. My attraction to painting and sculpture is largely 

a product of my fascination with how different artists physically engage with 

their respective creative materials. An artist’s gestural interaction with their 

material is clearly evident in the aesthetic character of the final presentation of 

their work. In this respect, a painting or sculpture is a preserved physical 

interaction between the artist and their art, a gestural pathway frozen in time.  
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 This conceptual model is ontologically representative of Pastiches in two 

important ways. The first of these is apparent when considering the relationship 

between gesture and the artistic medium. The cause-effect association between 

an artist and their art is similar to the dynamic between the cello and the electro-

acoustics. Just as materials such as canvas and paint are inert until composited 

through the gesture of painting, the electro-acoustic elements of the 

improvisation are invisible and irrelevant unless the cellist performs sound. 

Additionally, the intrinsic physicality of materials like paint and canvas inform 

how painters express their respective techniques to produce particular effects. 

Viewed this way, gesture is the catalyst through which artist and media define 

each other’s unique expressive quality in the moment of creation. This is similar 

to how the various design components of Pastiches’ electro-acoustic elements 

inform the exploration and development of musical relationships and sound 

itself over the course of the performance. In this respect, improvisation is a 

matrix within which the respective sounds of each performer simultaneously 

imitate and accentuate the distinct gestural profile of the other.  

 The second way in which painting and sculpture are useful conceptual 

referents lies in the media’s embodiment of stasis. The ability to perceive the 

unique dynamic energies resulting in an artwork’s conception is, ironically, 

contingent on the media’s capacity to remain idle. It is precisely this quality I 

wished to exploit in presenting this structured improvisation as recorded audio. 

By incorporating electro-acoustic design both as a means to explore improvised 

gesture and as an environment for performance, my original goal of creating 
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recordings that sounded impulsively performed was finally achieved.  

 Having thus replaced a notational score with a conceptual model, Greg and 

I set out to rehearse and finally record the piece. Our process was simple: to 

perform phrases of musical sound that reflect the kinetic energies evident in 

works created by particular artists. Three electro-acoustic instruments were used 

in Pastiches’ four recordings. The instrument used in “Pastiche 1” and “Pastiche 

3” is displayed in the patching scheme and VCS featured in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. 

This configuration is designed so that I could musically abstract cello sounds 

spanning a broad textural and dynamic range. For example, I could respond to 

miniscule unpitched cello sounds by resonating them at particular frequencies to 

yield clearly pitched tones or a subtle harmonic cluster. Conversely, I could 

respond to Greg’s tumultuous gestural strands by granulating them into 

fragments of varying duration and density to form phrases of self-similar micro-

gestures. I could also juxtapose seemingly random rhythmic fragments with 

clearly pulsed periodicities. 

 Figures 3.3 and 3.4 display the patching algorithm and VCS for “Pastiche 

2”. This instrument focused primarily on generating melodic and spatial 

counterpoints with Greg’s melodies. The simple and direct approach to this 

processing scheme enabled me to engage the cello’s gestures at the level of the 

phrase. By displacing these phrases in time and stereo space while preserving 

their unique intervallic contours, Greg and I engaged in a unique musical 

dialogue: As newly modified melodic variants were introduced back into the 

improvisation, Greg could respond to his previous melodic gestures, which I in 
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turn could modify in real time. 

 Finally, Figures 3.5 and 3.6 display the patching algorithm and VCS that 

make up the instrument used in “Pastiche 4”. This configuration is designed to 

magnify the harmonic and dynamic intensity of Greg’s gestures, while 

simultaneously using his sounds as a filter through which a recording of Felip 

reciting a poem can be heard. By abstracting the cello’s harmonic and rhythmic 

elements into even more volatile strands, I could effectively extend the gestural 

profile of melodic shapes beyond the limitations of the instruments. Meanwhile 

the amplitude and frequency profile of Greg’s gestures also act as a filter for a 

recording of Felip’s voice. The resultant musical texture emerges as a complex of 

cause-effect relationships with Greg’s gestures acting as the interactive locus. 
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Figure 1.1:  Anemone Score, page 4!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !         25
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Figure 1.2:  Tides’ Electro-Acoustic Processing Instrument, Sound Editor! ! ! ! ! ! !         26



Figure 1.3:  Tides’ Electro-Acoustic Processing Instrument, Virtual Control Surface!!    ! ! ! !         27
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Figure 2.1:  Pocket Requiem, Part I, Text! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !         28



Figure 2.2:  Pocket Requiem, Part I, Kyma Timeline (excerpt)! ! !  ! ! ! ! ! !         29



Figure 3.1:  Pastiches, “Pastiche 1” and “Pastiche 3”, Sound Editor! ! ! ! ! ! ! !         30



Figure 3.2:  Pastiches, “Pastiche 1” and “Pastiche 3”, Virtual Control Surface! ! ! ! ! !         31



Figure 3.3:  Pastiches, “Pastiche 2”, Sound Editor! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !         32



Figure 3.4:  Pastiches, “Pastiche 2”, Virtual Control Surface! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !         33



Figure 3.5: Pastiches, “Pastiche 4”, Sound Editor!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !         34



Figure 3.6: Pastiches, “Pastiche 4”, Virtual Control Surface! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !         35


